Phase-shining oscillator
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Low distortion design improves on Wien bridge
by Roger Rosens, Ing.

The use of a thermistor to stabilize an
oscillator can lead to third harmonic
distortion, especially at low
frequencies. The circuit described
here includes a simple network which
virtually eliminates the third
harmonic component. The result is an
oscillator with a very flat frequency
characteristic and very low distortion
(typically 0.0005%)
When a simple variable-frequency genera
tor is required to give a low distortion sine
wave, the commonly used circuit is the
Wien-bridge oscillator. In its elementary
form, this circuit requires only one op-amp
as the active device. Using the kind of
audio op-amp now available it is, however,
possible to build other attractive circuits
with only a little more complexity. Com
pared with the Wien, the phase-shifting
oscillator presented here shows a flatter
frequency characteristic and a significant
reduction of the third-harmonic distortion
caused by the stabilizer thermistor at low
frequencies. The circuit is based on two
90° phase-shifting networks, followed by
an inverter stage, giving a total loop phase
shift of 360°.

Operallon ollhe phase-shining
network
The phase-shifting network is in fact a first
order all-pass filter, the transfer function
of which is defined by F(P)=P-WdP+Wo,
where Wo is the corner frequency. This
function has a constant magnitude equal to
1 at all frequencies, while the phase shift
varies from 0° to 180° . The phase shift
attains 90° at the corner frequency Wo; this
will thus be the oscillation frequency.
The first-order all-pass function can be
realized with the following circuit:

regardless of the equality between the Wo
of the all-pass circuits.
- Consequently, there is no need for close
matching of the ganged element. The os
cillator will have a very flat frequency
characteristic while it is possible to use a
low cost ganged potentiometer for the fre
quency adjustment.

collector (for w= 00), which gives a phase
variation of 180°.
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Basic circuil diagram
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An improved version of the all-pass circuit
replaces the transistor with an op. amp.
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The transfer function of this circuit is
F(P)=P-WdP+Wo' The magnitude of
thus always 1 and the phase angle is given
by <j>= 180°- 2 arctan w/wo, The polar plot
is:
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The complete oscillator circuit is quite
simple (Fig. 1) The oscillation frequency is
adjusted with P. The output level is stab 
lized with a thermistor (n.t.c.). TheoretI
cally, the operating point is fixed at
Rntc=Rol. If AI and A2 are in the same
package, their input bias currents will be
about equal so that the offset voltages,
caused by the voltage drops over P, will
cancel each other at the output of A2.
Hence, the dc voltage on the thermistor
will be negligible. This is important be
cause this dc voltage causes second har
monic distortion, especially at low fre
quencies. For the same reason, the
maximum resistance value of P must be
limited to = l00kfl.
The circuit has two further interesting
features:
-it can deliver three different sine waves
of equal amplitude with relative phases of
0°,90° and 180°.
- the frequency-adjustment potentiome
ters are both connected to ground. Com
pared with the Wien-bridge oscillator, this
makes it easy to convert the circuit into a
programmable oscillator. This is done by
replacing the potentiometers by fixed re
sistors which may be switched by f.e.ts.
The f.e.ts would all have their sources
connected to circuit ground, which would
make their gate drive very simple.

W:oo

The oscillation frequency can be adjusted
by varying Ro or Co. Since there are two
all-pass networks used in the oscillator cir
cuit, a two-ganged element will be re
quired to adjust the frequency.
The use of all-pass networks in an oscil
lator circuit has two important advantages:
- Stable amplification factor (equal to 1),
- www.keith-snook.info

Dislortlon consideralions
Two kinds of distortion are produced in
the circuit:
- distortion generated by the active components.
.
- distortion generated by the amplItude
stabilizing mechanism concerning the
distortion in the op amps, a figure of

Fig. 1. The basic phase-shifting oscillator circuit.
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Assuming R«Ro, the output voltage
phase will vary between the phase at the
emitter (for w=O) and the phase at the
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<0.01% can be obtained easily by choos

ing a quality audio op. amp.

The distortion introduced by the thermis
ter is more difficult to reduce because a
compromise has to be made between low
distortion, fast settling time and good tem
perature stability. The n.t.c. distortion
varies inversely with the settling time and
the frequency while it is almost proportio
nal to the temperature rise of the n.t.c. (see
appendix 1). As is known, the relative
temperature coefficient of the oscillator
voltage is equal to - 1I26.T. Since a certain
amount of thermistor distortion must be
tolerated, it is important to reduce its
effect on the output voltage as much as
possible. This can be done by using an
oscillator circuit with good frequency
selectivity. One can calculate (see appen
dix 1) that the distortion generated in the
n.t.c. consists mostly of third harmonic.
We can now compare the output distor
tions between the Wien-bridge and the
phase-shift oscillators. Let Vo be the oscil
lator output voltage, composed of: the fun
damental, Vose, and the distortion, Vod; and
let Vd be the (3rd harmonic) distortion
voltage generated by the n.t.c. Vd can also
be defmed as d3vnte in which d3 = distor
tion figure of the n.t.c. and Vnte = oscilla
tor voltage on the n.t.c. With the Wien
bridge the circuit is:
r--------,
Vd nJc. I
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for the fundamental:

p2+2pwo+W�
2(PZ+w�)

V,

for the phase-shift circuit. We can use the
relation derived by Thomas Philips
(Electronic Engineering, April 198 1). If F(P)
is the transfer function of the frequency
selective network, the distortion transfer
function of the nth harmonic is given by:
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FCiwo)

F(njwo)- F(jwo)

For the Wien bridge, F(P)=pwJ(p 2 +
3pwo+w�) and F(jwo)=1/3,
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For the phase-shift network,
(P-wo)(P+wo) and FCiwo)= - 1.

F(P)=

I

I

We can easily find that:
<1>1=<1>2= 180°-2 arctan 3=37°

V2+V3= 1.6v(, or
Of course the two methods give the same
results. For the 3rd harmonics we fmd:

V2+V3_
VI- --0
1.6

Vod VI4S
=
= 1.5
Vd
8

This means that the third harmonic distor
tion can be eleiminated with a simple ad
der circuit. A suitable design is:

for the Wien-bridge circuit and, since
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for the phase-shift network and thus

Vod =0.6X2/3=0.4d
s
Vose
For the phase-shifting oscillator, we can
re-arrange the circuit so that Vnte and Vose
are the same as on the Wien bridge circuit
and this output stage results:
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Conclusion: For similar operating condi
tions, the output distortion of the phase
shifting circuit is two and a half times less
than that of the Wien-bridge. Since the
phase-shifting circuit has no amplitude
selectivity, this result is at first sight sur
prising. In fact, good harmonic suppres
sion is a consequence of the circuit's
"phase selectivity".

1- _____ _

Addlllonal circuli, 10 furlher
reduce dlslorllon

The output distortion can be determined
in two ways: - by direct calculation of the
transfer function Vod/Vd. Putting = lIRoCo,
this results in:
Vod

Vd

_p2+ 3pwo+w�
p2+w�

for the Wien bridge circuit, and

Choosing a practical compromise of the
different circuit characteristics, the output
distortion for the described circuit is 0. 1%
at 20Hz, decreasing to <0. 0 1% above
100Hz. Further attempts to reduce these
figures resulted in an additional circuit
that virtually eliminates the third har
monic distortion generated by the ntc Let
vI,V2 and V3 be the voltages at the outputs
of Al and Az and A3 .. The relationship of
these voltage is given by the following dia
grams:

With regard to the fundamental, this cir
cuit has no influence: V2 and V3 cancel each
other, so that vout= (- )VI.
In practice, due to component
tolerances, the distortion cannot be com
pletely eliminated. The main source of
error comes from the difference of <1>1 and
<1>2, derived from the matching difference
between the all-pass networks. When
using 1% components and a ganging
tolerance of 1dB for the dual potentiome
ter, the reduction of the 3rd harmonic is
about 20 times. Since the distortion de
creases with the frequency, the 1dB gang
ing tolerance is only required around the
maximum resistance setting of the poten
tiometers.

Pracllcal circuli and measured
characlerlsllcs
The basic circuit has been optimized for
the audio range 20Hz-20Hz. The selected
op-amp is the NE5532, a dual circuit with
low noise, low distortion and a still fair
voltage gain of 2200 at 10kHz. (Some tests
were also made with the TLon but the
results were not as good). With the addi
tion of the distortion cancelling circuit, the
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distortion figure which was 0. 1% at 20Hz
falls to <0.005% over the whole frequency
range.
The lower distortion limit is about
0.0002% (at 1000Hz). the final circuit dia
gram is shown in Fig. 2.The power supply
for the circuit is ± 12V to ± 15V. The resis
tors are 1% metal film from the E96 series.
Approximate values of the E24 series will
also do the job. The range selecting capaci
tors should be preferably 1% polystyrene
types. (For the 820 nF,selected polycarbo
nate capacitors were used with good re
sult). The choice of the n.t.c. type was
determined by the available op-amp cur
rent,the allowed distortion and the reqired
output level. A 68kO, 20mW from Philips
(code number 2322 634 32683) was selec
ted. The operating point of the thermistor
lies at about 3.4V and 9 100 which gives a
dissipation of about 12mW and a
minimum output voltage of 5V (typically
5.4V). The 100pF capacitor in the output
stage compensates for a small lift in the
frequency characteristic at the high fre
quency end of the range.

surements were carried out with fixed 1%
resistors. www.keith-snook.info
- The large bandwidth of the NE5532
requires some precaution: the wiring must
be very short and capacitive loads should
be avoided. During the tests, the connec
tion of the oscilloscope through a coax
cable caused h.f. oscillations. The remedy
is to load the circuit only via a series resis
tor � 1000. Preferably, a 6000 (Rout) will
be chosen in order to obtain a standard
generator impedance.

When we apply to the n.t.c. a sine wave
voltage with an r.m.s. value, Vo: vntc=
V2vocoswt. We defme the corresponding
operating point by Po, Ro and To which
are related by:
v2o
Po=_ =b�T=b(To-Tamb)
Ro

(4)

By using (4), (3) can also be written as:
Pdt=HdT=Podt

Appendix 1: dlslortlon generaled
In Ihe n.l.c.

or

The resistance of an n.t.c. resistor is given
by the exponential law: R = Ae Brr. When
subjected to an ac voltage, the n.t.c. tem
perature will vary cyclically and hence its
resistance will be modulated. This means
that the instantaneous voltage/current
relationship will be non-linear; in other
words, some distortion has been gener
ated. The amount of distortion can be cal
culated starting from the following basic

�

(v1v oswti

dt=HdT+Podt

(5)

( 1) can be transformed into lnR=lnA+B/T
and after differentiation:
(6)
For small variations of the n.t.c. tempera
ture, R and T may be approximated in the
equations (5) and (6) by Ro and To; this
gives:

Fig. 2. The complete circuit for an audio oscillator.
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The circuit characteristics, as measured
on the breadboard model,are:
- level flatness (20Hz-20KHz): O.04dB
- temperature dependence: -0.03dB/K
- harmonic distortion (Rload� lkO)
<0.004% (typically 0.0005%)
The signal characteristics at the outputs
of op-amps AI> A2 and A3 are:
- level flatness : 0.03dB at the output of
A3
- harmonic distortion : 0.06dB at the
output of A1and A2
: 0 1.% at 20Hz decreasing to 0.0 1% above
1000Hz
Remarks
- During the development of the circuit,
consumer grade potentiometers were used.
At some resistance setting, these poten
tiometers introduced a lot of noise and
signal distortion due to the poor contact
resistance. Therefore, the distortion mea-
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expressions:
R=AeBrr
P=v2
Pdt=HdT+b�dt

( 1)
(2)
(3)

where R=resistance of the n.t.c.
A,B=(nearly) constants depending on
the n.t.c. type
T=absolute n.t.c. temperature (in

K)

P=power dissipated by the n.t.c.
v=voltage across the n.t.c.
H=heat capacity of the n.t.c. cera
mic material (in J/K)
b=dissipation factor of the n.t.c.
(in W/K)
�T=temperature increase of the
n.t.c. caused by the power dissi
pated in it.

=P 0 (2cos2wt- l)dt
HdT=Pocos2wtdt

(7)

dR
=_
T
Ro
To

(8)

and

�

Eliminating dT between (7) and (8) results
in:

and, after integration:
R-R 0
BP 0 .
=----sm2wt
Ro
2wHT�
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Tabl.1. Distortion measurement results.
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Measurements were made using an HP3580A spectrum analyser preceded by a passive
notch filter, giving a measuring limit of -130dB.

(

which is nearly equal to

v'2Vo

-- (
Ro

=

v'2Vo
Ro

BP0
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zSin2wt
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2wHTo
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2wHT�
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2

The current is thus composed of the fun
damental and of a third harmonic. This
would be the same if a voltage, composed
of a fundamental and a 3rd harmonic, were
applied to a fIXed resistor R o. For the fun
damental component, the term is negligi
ble with regard to the term coswt; so, the
third harmonic distortion can be approxi
mated by

(9)

(

This function is zero for l1T=O and
l1T=oo. Its maximum is reached for
l1T=Tamb (in K). For small values of l1T,
the distortion is almost proportion to 11 T.
The expression BblH can be seen as a
measure for the distortion proper to a cer
tain type. For the used n.t.c., B=3900k,
()=O.llmW/K and H=0.5mJ/K.
Using (1), expression (9) can be trans
formed to:

d

3

=

1_
_
4 WL
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In Ramb=ln 1 + Ramb- R o
Ro
Ro
",Ramb-Ro
Ro
and (10) becomes

d

1

"'_

Ramb- R 0,

4WL
Ro
which conforms to the analysis of Dr F. N.
H. Robinson (Int. Journal of Electronics,
No. 2, 1980). In our circuit, the calculated
n.t.c. distortion is about 0.13% at 20Hz
which would give a distortion figure of
0.05% at the output of A3. The measured
distortion is 0.1%. The reason for this
difference has not been determined
exactly, though i t looks a s i f H decreases at
increasing frequency. This could be ex
plained by the spherical shape of the n.t.c.
material which causes a non-uniform cur
rent density and hence, especially at higher
frequencies, a non-uniform temperature
variation inside the n.t.c.

)

Tamb In Ramb n Ramb
l
(10)
B
Ro
Ro

Where L=H/b thermal time constant of
the n.t.c.
Ramb=n.t.c. resistance at the ambient
temperature
Ro=n.t.c. resistance at the operating
point.
In the particular case when R o is only
slightly less than Ramb we have
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improvements

An article by J. Wilkinson describing the design
and construction of a high-quality book-shelf
loudspeaker was originally published in the Oc
tober 1977 issue and improvements to the de
sign followed in the June 1979 issue. Subse
quent testing has prompted further small
improvements.
Three small component changes in the cross
over circuit have been made. One of these,
namely changes in value of R3 and R., has
resulted from critical listening and comparison
tests and gives a few dB attenuation in all three
switch settings to compensate for room reflec
tions of the tweeter's output. Changes in the
values of Rs and � give a little extra dip in the
crossover's output response curve at around
1kHz to compensate for a peak in the woofer's
response curve at this frequency. Connecting
the input of the low-pass fIlter before, instead of
after Ll gives a virtually inaudible improvement
in performance but is nevertheless the best op
tion from a theoretical viewpoint.
Extensive listening tests have also revealed a
slight deterioration in sound quality caused by
the 'anti-reflection' fIllet attached to the bass
unit sub-baffle. The best solution is to replace
the wood with 1I2in bituminous felt or similar
material. A modified printed-circuit board, all
the necessary components and the speakers can
be obtained from Falcon Acoustics Ltd, Tabor
House, Norwich Road, Mulbarton, Nr Nor
wich, Norfolk NR14 STT.
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